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Produce & Deliver Stem Cells Naturally!
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Stem cells can reproduce an infinite number of times without losing genetic data. An element called
telomerase caps the end of the genetic strand, protecting the data on the ends of the genetic strand from
degenerating. When the stem cells specialize to form a muscle cell, skin cell, or whatever they decide to become,
the telomerase falls off which makes these cells more vulnerable to genetic data loss. Scientists have been trying
to figure out if it’s possible to either add the telomerase back on to specialized cells or to prevent the loss of
telomerase during their transformation. Scientists have also resorted to means of transplanting stem cells to help
fight cancer, etc.. Who wants to transplant the genetic blue print of someone else into their body? But there’s still
a market for it with the government dumping billions of dollars into stem cell research!
New non-surgical methods have been designed and developed to assist the natural process, by divine design;
helping the body utilize its own natural ability to produce and distribute the body’s own perfect stem cells, which
are manufactured in the bone marrow. Non-surgical methods have already been used for years to help the body
produce and distribute white blood cells, also from the bone marrow, and especially lymphocytes which are a vital
aspect of our immune system.
New research reveals that these stem cells have can even work to regenerate tissues in areas of major trauma
and swelling, such as severe brain trauma, which lack of oxygen conditions shut most cells off very quickly.
The best time to begin is with infants and we don’t even have to wait until they are born. These new
methods are fast, simple, safe, and have even been developed to work with infants in the womb. Why wait nine
months to find out if there are any problems with any child? That only gives time for them to inherit problems from
the parents, which we’ve been doing for thousands of years - and now we’re doing something about it!
Until now, the new POWER STEM CELL™ technology and techniques have only been available through
live training. This new technology is now available through a new series called “Discover Your Power Plants - The
Series”. Now, average people all over the world can obtain this priceless technology, regardless of their ability to
travel to our live training. This new series includes: Power Plants for Immunity, Power Plants for Power Stem
Cells, Power Plants for Babies, Power Plants for Mind & Memory, Power Plants for Metabolism, Power Plants for
Sub Pressure Lipo Suction, Power Plants for Body Building (Muscle Size & Strength), and Perpetual Programming
Commands.
Cellular physiology is the basis of all physiology. One of the greatest discoveries ever made is the Sodium
Potassium Pump, which generates the electrical energy that gives all the cells in all the various parts of the body the
power to work. My father, Dr. C. Samuel West, was nominated for Nobel Prizes, including the 2003 Nobel Prize
in Chemistry which was awarded for research done on the Sodium Potassium Pump - which he discovered and he
was the first person in the world to call it that. When he discovered this electric generator for the cells, he asked
the two biggest questions anyone could ever ask: What shuts the generators off? And what turns them back on
again? He knew if he ever found the answers to those questions, he would know the cause of disease and the secrets
to the healing processes. After he discovered the answers, he wrote the Two Basic Formulas for life and death.
“God created the body and with his help we’ve learned how it works.” - Dr. C. Samuel West
Perhaps the greatest key for regenerating genetic data and tissue so we can live longer is knowing exactly
what the process is which enables people to develop and transport stem cells wherever you need to update genetic
data in your body! We don’t know of any other system that teaches people how to produce and transport their own
stem cells to wherever they need to update their own perfect divine blueprint, by yourself at home, without drugs,
surgery, or medication of any kind! Get the new POWER STEM CELL™ technology NOW!!! Costs nothing once
you know HOW!!!
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